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Fremont Park Upgrade Stage 3 – What We Heard Report

1 Project Background
Fremont Park is the City of Playford’s premier civic park and is a place the community
celebrate civic and personal milestones as well as congregate for recreational activities.
The park is approximately 14 hectares in size and is located on the eastern side of Main
North Road (corner Yorktown Road).
It is opposite to the Elizabeth Regional Centre which it is connected with by two signalised
pedestrian crossings.
Given its significance to the Playford community, Council has undertaken two staged
upgrades to the park in recent years to improve the facilities, appearance and useability of
the park:



Stage 1 involved the upgrade of Adams Creek including bank stabilisation,
improvements to the adjacent path and landscaping (completed in 2017).
Stage 2 involved the implementation of an all-abilities playspace, full size basketball
court and sheltered BBQ & picnic areas along with associated landscaping. A
‘Changing Places’ toilet that caters to people with disability and their carers was also
implemented. These works were completed in August 2020.

Stage 3: Eastern Upgrade
Stage 3 aims to upgrade the eastern end of the park (and area of around 3 hectares) which
is currently unirrigated and has few amenities. The upgrade seeks to achieve the following
outcomes:







Activate the eastern end of the park
Provide secure off leash dog parks for both large and small dogs
Provide a new park attraction in the form of a native display garden
Expand the irrigated grasses area to provide more opportunities for activities
such as picnics or kick-about/ball games and to provide a more useable
events space
Improve the sense of safety for park users
Improve amenities for walkers through improved pathways, lighting, seating,
bins and drinking fountains

The information flyer that was prepared for the purposes of the community engagement is
provided at Appendix 1 and provides an overview of the project.
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2 Consultation Approach
The objectives of the engagement sought to:



Inform the Playford community about the draft concept for the Stage 3 upgrade; and
Seek community feedback on the draft concept plan

The engagement activities occurred between 11 January and 1 February 2021 and are
summarised below.
Engagement
Activity
Direct mail-out

Description

Engagement Hub

A project page on Council’s Engagement Hub webpage formed the
central online point for project information. An online Feedback Form
was also available from the project webpage.

Properties within approximately 800 metres to 1km radius (to the
nearest main road) of Fremont Park received an Information Flyer and
Feedback Form in the mail along with a reply-paid envelope for
returning their responses. This reached approximately 2400
households in the suburbs of Elizabeth Park, Elizabeth East, Elizabeth
and Elizabeth North (refer to Appendix 2 for a map of the direct mailout area).

The Engagement Hub webpage was viewed 1350 times during the
engagement period and documents were downloaded 126 times.
Corflute signage

Signage showing the proposed concept and directing people to the
Engagement Hub was placed at various locations within Fremont Park
and at Council’s three other dog parks.

Face to face
engagement in
Fremont Park

Staff were on-site in the park at three different times to distribute
information to park users about the concept and feedback options.
These times were advised on the Information Flyer and social media
posts. A morning, daytime and afternoon/evening session was
undertaken to try and capture different user groups.

Social Media
platforms

Details of the project and community engagement was posted on
Council’s social media platforms.

Customer Care
Points

Information Flyers and Feedback Forms were left at Council’s
Customer Care points and other community venues.

Direct email
notification to special
interest groups

The Lions Club and two walking groups were directly notified by email
about the consultation.
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The following article also appeared in The Bunyip newspaper on 19 January 2021:
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3 Feedback Forms Responses
Council received a total of 196 feedback forms1 (69 electronic feedback forms and 127
hardcopy feedback forms).
Overall the response was positive. An overview of the feedback received is provided below.
Verbatim comments are provided at Appendix 3.
Survey respondents
The majority of survey respondents were female (56%), 22% were male and 22% did not
disclose their gender.
The highest number of respondents were from the 35 to 49 years age bracket, followed by 60 to
69 year olds (17%). Fifty percent of respondents were aged 50 years or older and 27% of
respondents were aged 49 years or younger.
35 to 49 years
60 to 69 years
70 to 84 years
50 to 59 years
25 to 34 years
DND (did not disclose)
85+ years
18 to 24 years
12 to 17 years

24%
17%
14%
14%
13%
11%
5%
2%
1%

Respondents came from 29 different suburbs, with the majority coming from Elizabeth Park
(27%) and Elizabeth East (17%), Elizabeth North (9%) and Elizabeth (8%).
Elizabeth Park
Elizabeth East
DND (did not disclose)
Elizabeth North
Elizabeth
Craigmore, Hillbank
Davoren Park
Elizabeth Downs, One Tree Hill, Elizabeth Park, Craigmore
Elizabeth East, Blakeview, Andrews Farm, Salisbury, Munno Para West,
Munno Para West, Smithfield Plains, Sampson Flat, Elizabeth Grove,
Smithfield, Munno Para, Smithfield, Hillbank, Smithfield Plains, Humbug
Scrub, Elizabeth Downs, Mawson Lakes

1

Note that seven hardcopy forms were received too late to be included in this analysis.
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Visitation behaviour
The highest number of responses were from people who visited Fremont Park on a weekly
basis.
Weekly
1-2 times a month
Once a year or less
2-6 times a year
1 to 2 times a month
2 to 6 times a year
DND (did not disclose)

44%
12%
10%
10%
10%
8%
6%

The most popular activity from respondents was walking/fitness (73%) followed by taking
children to the playspace (43%) and exercising their dog (41%).

Fremont Park Activities
80%

73%

70%
60%
50%

43%

41%
40%
31%

29%

30%
20%

10%

10%
0%
Walking/fitness Exercising my dog

Picnics/BBQs

Attending events Taking children to
the playspace

Other (please
specify)

The majority of respondents (34%) indicated they enjoyed participating in two types of activities
when they visited Fremont Park with 25% enjoying one activity and 23% enjoying three
activities.
2 activities
1 activities
3 activities
4 activities
5 activities
0 activities
6 activities

34%
25%
23%
8%
6%
4%
1%
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The majority of respondents (69%) indicated they would visit more often as a result of the
upgrade.
The following responses were received to the question “Will the upgrade encourage you to visit
more often?”
Yes
No
Unsure
DND (did not disclose)

67%
19%
10%
5%

Note that there were a number of people who indicated that the upgrade would not encourage
them (or they were unsure if it would) to visit the park more often but this was because they
already visit the park regularly or because the upgrade did not specifically relate to their
situation (e.g. they do not have a dog or experience health issues that limit their ability to visit
the park) – rather than them objecting to the upgrade per se.
Comments
Those who were supportive of the concept, cited the following elements they liked:

Improved safety

More usable / utilisation of the whole park

Somewhere to take their dog

Larger grassed area

Native gardens

Additional car parking

Improved appearance

Better for events

Space to sit and spend time

Caters to a range of users

Will bring more visitors

The new gazebo

Those who indicated they were not supportive of the proposal cited the following reasons:

Do not want a dog park (unnecessary, waste of space, concerns around dog behaviour)

Cost of the upgrade

Preference for either doing other upgrades to the park (e.g. skate parks, more playspace
areas) or upgrades to other infrastructure more generally (e.g. roads, footpaths)

Loss of quiet space and loss of undeveloped nature of the eastern end

Many respondents (including those who indicated support for the project) raised issues they
were concerned about or had suggestions for improvements. These included:

Need for toilets

Need for security (CCTV, lighting, on-site security presence)

Need for signage

More seating and shade/shelters

Ensure the walking path is being retained

Ensure pathways are accessible for wheelchair users

Retain existing old gum trees
City of Playford
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Desire a water body/water feature
Some concerns around congestions/safety of parking on Ifould Road
Community garden / community planting day
The need for improved maintenance
Suggestions for timed spots for dogs who are not good with other dogs as well as setting
aside times for greyhounds who are not allowed off-leash
Queries about why two dog parks are needed
Requests for more bins, seating, lighting, drink fountains
Concern around dog behaviour (barking, owners letting dogs off-leash outside of the dog
park)
Suggestions for doggie drink fountains
Suggestions for types of native plants
Questioning the need for the gazebo
Include additional BBQs

A number of comments related to play elements including the new playspace or other
facilities/activities:

Water play

A ‘ride safe’ area for children to learn to ride their bikes

Nature play

More play equipment / more play equipment for younger children (1- 4 years) / more
challenging play equipment

Need for fenced playspace

Retention or improvement of fitness equipment

Skate parks

Sports infrastructure (cricket pitch, soccer goals)

Suggestion for a frisby golf course

Suggestion for a bird aviary

Suggestions for food vans and a community kitchen

Pedestrian crossing across Yorktown Road

Desire for Council to focus on other issues such as illegal dumping, abandoned trolleys

Refer to Appendix 3 for verbatim comments.
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4 Face to Face Engagement
As part of the face to face engagements two staff members were on-site to speak with park
users. Staff wore high-vis vests and name tags, making themselves easy to spot and circulated
through all areas of the park.
Staff spoke with park users about the concept, answered questions and distributed information
packs containing an information flyer, feedback form and reply paid envelope.
The sessions were scheduled for a morning, midday and evening to capture a range of park
users. The engagement occurred during school holidays.
Session 1: Monday 18 January 2021 – 5pm to 7pm
In addition to the staff, a number of Elected Members (Mayor Docherty, Cr Baker, Cr Marsh, Cr
Stroet, Cr Halls) were also on site to speak with park users about the upgrade concept for part
of the session.
Over 40 information packs were distributed during this session.
The vast majority of feedback about the concept was supportive, a few people were ambivalent
and did not think they would use the upgraded area and one individual was strongly against the
concept.
Some common feedback themes were:







Security/safety – CCTV cameras, motor bikes riding in the park at speed (mentioned
multiple times)
Toilet facilities (mentioned multiple times)
Add in some waterplay for children (mentioned multiple times)
Add in a road safety bicycle track for children (mentioned multiple times)
Need to monitor aggressive dog behaviour at the dog parks
Sustainability opportunities – e.g. cardboard tree guards rather than the orange plastic
mesh currently used, introduction of green waste and recycling bins

The individual who was against the concept felt that it would detract from the tranquillity of the
eastern end of the park, which they visit daily to sit and watch the sunset. They didn’t want the
park over-developed, were against the carpark and any loss of trees.
“Everyone we spoke to thought the park was just great and look forward to the new
developments, especially the dog parks. People also wanted some sort of water
feature in the park.” – Cr Baker
Session 2: Wednesday 20 January 2021 – 7.30am to 9.30am
Around 20 information packs were distributed during this session.
The vast majority of feedback about the concept was supportive, even those people whose
dogs wouldn’t use the dog parks. Many were very attached to Fremont Park, and had
made social connections from visiting the park daily. They were very keen to see it
beautified and activated further.
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The verbal feedback included:











Toilet facilities (mentioned multiple times)
Security/safety – CCTV cameras
Vegetation/Biodiversity – preserve as many of the existing trees as possible, and check
any dead trees for biodiversity/habitat value before removing
Parallel parking along Ifould Road – concerns about the safety of encouraging people to
park there and then them pulling out into traffic on the bend; concerns about schoolrelated parking on the corner of Ifould and Yorktown Roads
Potential for a ‘Greyhounds Only’ hour in the dog park – this breed cannot be let off lead
even within a fenced dog park, but there is an Adelaide metropolitan Council that sets
aside an hour each week when only greyhounds are allowed in, and then they can be
allowed off lead.
Opportunity for a kiosk or coffee van
Concern about cost and unnecessary spending
Provision of additional dog poo bag dispensers and bins right around the park fitness
loop
Make sure there are enough staff to maintain the extra section

Session 3: Thursday 21 January, 11am to 1pm
Note due to the hot weather the park was fairly quiet and only around 10 information packs
were handed out (noting a number of people already had received information packs in the
mail).
The main activity came from a large out of school care group (around 40 children) from
Hillier who were bused in at around 9:30am and stayed for around two hours.
Cr Halls also attended for most of the session.
Much of the feedback received echoed previous feedback and included suggestions for:









Water play
More shade
Different types of exercise equipment (e.g. pull up bar)
Drinking fountains to avoid having to carry multiple water bottles
Lighting in the playground to extend hours of use
Installation of recycling bins
Suggestion to use hessian tree guards instead of the plastic orange ones
Concern about what will happen to the dog park during events.
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5 Feedback from interest groups
Grenville Walking Group
An email was sent to the contact person for the Grenville Walking Group and feedback
from three members of the group was provided to a staff member in person at the park.
The group advised that were supportive of the proposal but had the following comments:




Require toilets close to the dog park
Ensure there is sheltered/shaded seating outside of the dog park
Ensure benches are installed to provide for rest stops for walkers.

Youth Advisory Committee
Information about the consultation was provided to the Youth Advisory Committee via one of
Council’s Youth Officer. One of the YAC members provided the following feedback:
“It would be great to include a soccer goal, footy goals or cricket pitch in the open space area to
allow for active sports”.
Lions Club of Elizabeth Playford
Information about the concept and consultation was emailed to the president of the Lions Club
in recognition of the club’s long association with the park which has included donating
infrastructure such as a shelter and the gazebo.
The president advised that the information was circulated to members and several were
intending to provide individual feedback. Aside from seeking clarification around the plans for
the gazebo, no objections were raised.
Heart Foundation Walking Group
Information about the concept and consultation was emailed to the contact for the Heart
Foundation Walking Group ‘The Playford Ramblers’. The following feedback was received:
“This was circulated amongst our walkers. Most seemed to view the upgrades positively. The
only real comment was that the new carpark might be more useful on Ifould Road i.e. the other
side of the park where there are no existing carparks. However we did note that the residences
nearby might not be happy with this!”
Cr Cathy-Jo Tame – on behalf of the City of Playford Access and Social Inclusion
Advisory Group
Cathy Jo Tame met with staff onsite to discuss accessibility matters in relation to the concept
and provided the following feedback:

Ensure that the path network is wide enough to cater for wheelchair / gopher access

Explore provision of additional paths inside the dog park to make it easier to get from one
side to another

Install drink fountains that utilise push button to provide for easy access from a
wheelchair/gopher

Investigate dog park gates that allow for easy entry by users in wheelchairs and gophers
City of Playford
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Ensure that there is sufficient room under the shelters to accommodate people in
wheelchairs/gophers
Suggest allowing the small dog park to also cater for service dogs
Implement a communication board and a sensory board in the dog park for people with
autism
Look into edible landscapes and community involvement in the establishment of the
native garden
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6 Social Media Feedback
Social media was a key tool in communicating the draft concept and receiving feedback. The
following table shows that the project received a great deal of community interest.
Post date

Reach

No. of clicks per post

No. of reactions, comments & shares

City of Playford Facebook

11/01/2021

25,513

2,000

442

14/01/2021

4,460

385

102

24/01/2021

2,219

79

22

31/01/2021

5,557

385

81

City of Playford Instagram

27/01/2021

502

22

Total No. of
posts

Total reach

Total engagement

Engagement Rate

5

38,251

2,871

7.51% (high engagement rate)

Reach = Total number of people who see posts.
Engagement = Number of photo or link clicks, shares, reactions, views and comments.
Engagement Rate =: A formula used to measure performance on social media. It measures amount of
engagement/interaction a post earns in relation to its reach. The industry average engagement across all industries
is 1.2%

An example of one of the social media posts is provided below:
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Comments in response to the posts covered a range of topics and themes, which are listed
below. Verbatim comments are provided at Appendix 4.
Comments that focused on the draft concept included the following:























Conflicting views on value of dog parks
Discussion regarding the benefits of having separate spaces for small and large dogs
Suggestion for Kaurna art
More shade/shelter
Need for toilets
Ensure retention of the walking trail
More car parking for people with disability
New lights and pathways all around the park
Concern around Council’s debt
Fix roads first
Tidy streets first
Community garden
Require security
Prefer the quietness of this end of the park
Concern about the ability to host community events
Include Wifi
Concern around dog behaviour and enforcement
Consider implementation of Japanese gardens
Community garden with fruit trees
Require good quality paths and access for people with mobility issues
Provide drink fountains
More parking on Ifould Road

There were a lot of comments seeking additional play equipment and other recreational features
within the park more generally:
















Water play
Bike track /ride safe
Community tennis court
Cricket pitch
Concern about keeping the smaller playground
Skate park
Frisbee disc golf course
New playground is aimed at smaller children
More shade over the playground
Skating
Ninja course for 6 year olds and up
Playground for bigger kids.
Putt-putt course
Exercise equipment or maze for older children
Outdoor amphitheatre

City of Playford
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7 Response to Common Themes
The common concerns are listed below with responses:
Concern

Response

Require public
toilets

This was one of the most frequent comments.

Require security
measures

Lighting was already incorporated into the concept, however CCTV has now
been incorporated into the project. There is CCTV at the western end of the
park and it makes sense to include it within this section as well.

Query need for dog
parks

In Playford, 15,790 households (around half of all households) are registered
dog owners.

In response a toilet block has been added into the concept plan.

Dog parks provide space for people to socialise their dogs and allow them to run
in safe environment off-leash. They are also a great way for dog owners to
make social connections with other people.
Additionally, dog parks provide a space for people with disability or mobility
impairment and those living in residences with limited yard space, to exercise
their dogs.
Query need for two
dog parks

Provision of separate spaces for small and large/all sizes is a common feature of
many dog parks. This design provides an option for people with smaller dogs to
exercise separately as large dogs can be intimidating for smaller dogs. The dog
park at Jo Gapper Reserve in Hillbank provides separate areas for smaller dogs
and is a popular community facility.

Concern around
dog behaviour

In general, behaviour in Council’s dog parks is usually very good. Most dog
incidents occur within the public realm and outside of a dog park environment
e.g. as a result of the dog being off-leash, escaping from their property etc.
However, in addition to the usual dog park signage, Council will investigate
signage that has been used elsewhere that educates owners about dog
behaviour so they can recognise the signs that their dog that is stressed
or scared and intervene accordingly.

Suggestions for
timed use of the
dog park

Suggestions were received for timed spots for a) dogs which are not good with
other dogs and b) for greyhounds, which are otherwise not allowed off-leash.
Council is currently investigating the provision of set times for
greyhounds but the administration/oversight of timed slots for individual dogs is
unfortunately not feasible at this time.

Retain walking
loop path

The walking loop will be retained. The pathway will be realigned but will connect
with the existing path network.

Require more
shade and seating

Sheltered seating is already incorporated into the concept within the small and
large dog park areas. Outside of the dog park, bench seats are provided next to
the walking path as rest stops. These will be placed near existing trees where
possible to provide shade. The relocated gazebo will also provide for sheltered
seating and tree planting will increase shade provision in the future.
However, in response to the request for more shade, another shelter has been
incorporated into the concept outside of the dog park.

Require bins

The concept incorporates bins both within and outside of the dog park. Bins will
be fitted with doggie bags dispensers.

Require drinking
fountains (for
humans and dogs)

The concept incorporates drinking fountains both within and outside of the dog
park and will have provision for dogs to drink.

City of Playford
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Concern

Response

Need to provide for
accessibility

The pathways outside the dog parks and within the dog parks will be sufficiently
wide to provide for wheelchair and gopher access. Disability car parking spaces
will be provided in the new car park and accessibility will inform the selection of
various elements of the design such as gates and drinking fountains. We will
work with our Access and Social Inclusion Advisory Group (a group with
members from disability agencies and community members with a lived
experience of disability) to provide advice about accessibility.

Car parking (mixed
comments about
the new Yorktown
Road car park and
on-street Ifould
Road car parking)

A new car park is proposed off Yorktown Road to service the new dog park and
as spill-over parking during events. A new off-street car park off Yorktown Road
is preferred as it is an arterial road, whilst Ifould Road is a local street. Currently
cars are allowed to parallel park on Ifould Road as the lanes are of sufficient
width to allow for this and this is not proposed to change. Whilst the concept
envisaged formalised parallel parking on Ifould Road using line marking,
Council will instead monitor car parking following the implementation of
the concept and make amendments (formalising car parking spaces or
prohibiting parking) as required.

Gazebo (mixed
comments about
the need for the
gazebo)

The gazebo was originally donated by the Elizabeth Lions club and is an iconic
feature of the park. In order to better open up the grassed/events area it will be
relocated to the edge of this space. If it is not feasible to relocate the existing
gazebo then a new one will be installed. A plaque acknowledging the Lions
Club will recognise their original contribution.

Loss of quiet /
undeveloped
space

The eastern end of Fremont Park is significantly quieter due to its lower level of
amenity and few facilities. We acknowledge that this ‘untouched quiet’ is what
some people find appealing.
As Council’s premier park, it is appropriate that it is made as welcoming, safe
and useable to as many people as possible.
However, the Olive Grove Wetlands are directly opposite Fremont Park and
provide a large and ‘undeveloped’ feel for those who prefer this aesthetic with
less activity. We will provide wayfinding signs to Olive Grove Wetlands
within Fremont Park.

Request for sports
infrastructure such
as soccer goals or
cricket pitch

The grassed area depicted in the concept is earmarked as an informal
recreation area that is free from infrastructure to provide unobstructed space that
can be used for picnics, as an informal kick-about space and event area.
Council has a number of sportsgrounds across the city for those who want to
make use of formal/dedicated sports infrastructure.

Request for BBQs

BBQs are currently provided at the eastern end of the park, near to the
upgraded playspace.

Retention /
upgrade of fitness
equipment

The existing fitness station will remain where it is. The concept does not include
additional fitness stations.

Community garden
/ community
planting

There are a number of community gardens within Playford already. However, a
community planting day provides a great opportunity for people to gather, be
active, learn about native plants and contribute to the greening of Fremont Park.
We will take this feedback on board and look into incorporating
community involvement as part of the planting process.

Provision of
signage

Whilst not graphically depicted on the concept, the provision of wayfinding
signage throughout the whole park has been factored into the project.
Appropriate signage about the use of the dog park will also be included.
In response to community feedback, provision of interpretive signage
addressing Kaurna heritage and native plants will also be included.
City of Playford
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Concern

Response

Retention of
existing trees

As many healthy trees as possible will be retained and many more new trees will
be planted. Installation of irrigation will help existing and new trees to flourish.

Suggestions for
additional play
elements

We received a lot of feedback about play elements and the desire for water play
and a ‘ride safe’ bicycle circuit were two of the most popular suggestions.
Council completed the upgrade of the playspace at the western end of the park
in mid-2020. The purpose of the eastern upgrade proposal is to broaden the
range of activities available at the park to suit a wide range of park users.
As such, expanded play elements is outside the scope of this stage. However,
this feedback will be retained to inform potential future stages of work.

Suggestions for a
skate park

There is already a skate park in the Elizabeth Regional Centre at the Northern
Sound System (corner Elizabeth Way and Woodford Road) and another one in
such close proximity is not required.

Suggestions for a
ninja obstacle
course, frisbee golf
course, maze

We received some great suggestions for different types of activities and whilst
these are outside the scope of this project they have been taken on board for
future open space upgrades within the City.

Cost of upgrade /
should address
other issues
instead

The upgrade is estimated to cost around $4.3M which reflects the large area that
is being upgraded (around 3 hectares). However, as we are still at the concept
stage there project contingencies factored into this amount which may reduce as
we move into detailed design.
Council will seek external grant funding for at least 50% of this cost. The rest
will be funded by Council.
We think it is important to invest in our open spaces including greening and tree
planting. Research has demonstrated a range of health benefits (physical,
mental, social) for people who spend time in green spaces.
Investment into open space represents only a part of Council’s investment into
community infrastructure, which includes roads, footpaths, stormwater,
community buildings and sporting infrastructure.
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Appendix 1: Information flyer and feedback form
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Appendix 2: Mail out area
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Appendix 3: Feedback Form Verbatim Comments
DND = did not disclose
Note that comments that may be considered derogatory are not be included

Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Yes

Native, walking tracks

Widen walking paths/ bike paths wide enough for both

Loving the garden, hope people respect it

Yes

Dog park. More green space. Parking

Public toilets and ensure seated and
shaded areas inside the dog park
space for dog owners to sit.

Yes

It looks great honestly. And
the main reason I visit is to
exercise with my dog.

The new dog parks, facilities and
gardens. It looks good.

No.

No

Lots of additional barking
dogs and cars in the way of
fitness track

Nice to have a bigger grass area, extra
gazebo.

Don't need two dogs parks, or make
sure the running/fitness track
(2km/1km) track isn't so close to the
dogs

Yes

I can take my dog to the dog
park to meet other small
dogs

I like the fact that it will have a dog
park for small dogs and large dogs and
it is close to where I live as I don't drive
and I can walk there to take my dog to
meet other small dogs and have a
social life

only to have a dog park

no

Yes

Better lighting

Groups can spread out more

I think you need a playground in the
new area like you renewed last year.

Need more lighting along all paths. Have
dog bags available at all bins and near the
car parks so people pick up after their
dogs. Water bowls like they have at
semaphore so dogs can have a drink and
more shaded seating areas.

Yes

The new concept creates
more space.

More choices of what to do.

No

No

City of Playford
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

No

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Dog park

Keep walking track and playground

Keeping the second playground my kids
love being able to go to both playgrounds
plus the one near 2nd carpark has more
shade than the new playground.

Yes

More parking, dog park

I like the dog park, but think there
should he an individual dog park, Max
20 mins at a time, 1 dog in the section.
Has worked great in other council
areas for dogs who may not be great
with other dogs or puppies.

I think there should he an individual
dog park, Max 20 mins at a time, 1
dog in the section. Has worked great
in other council areas for dogs who
may not be great with other dogs or
puppies.

No

DND

I don't want smell or hear
dogs, I love tranquillity of
Fremont

Green space, encouraging wildlife

NO DOG PARK! There are plenty of
places for to take animals or how
about walking your dog! I do want
smell or hear overload while enjoying
a peaceful walk and ur will happen
plus what about PARVOVIRUS fast
spreading out this way...at least on
leash some control to stop dig
sniffing ground....

As above.......more family events, when
they are there they are awesome and
families love them! Free ones r best 😊

Grass would look nice, and most of
what you have plan yeah ok

Dog parks (don’t need them ) most
people walk them around the park
Rubber area I don’t know what that is
for

Maybe a water play space and please
keep the old play ground as my kids love
it better than most of the useless crap that
the new play area offers and walking trail
stays

I love that there is consideration being
put toward making the unused side of
the park more inviting. Many people
already walk their dogs so an area
where off leash is permitted may be
good.

I would hope that there is
consideration in fixing the paths up
that and as some of them are not
great. Either fixing up the toilets
down that side or installing new ones
is a must. I would love to see a water
play area for kids or even a bike track
included.

Key points:
Paths
Toilets
Additional play space for kids either bike
track or water play area.

DND

Yes

I would be more inclined to
bring the dog with me if he
has an area he can run
around off least. However a
space nearby that the kids
could play would be helpful.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Yes

To see the new area and
hopefully take our dog for a
play at times

Nice use of an older space that is in
need of a some love

I would love to see a secondary bike
track to take my kids to. The one as
Mayfair is great but a larger one that
schools and other groups could use
for bike education would be amazing

Yes

The back half had less
activity which is better for
walking/exercise/dogs
however is dark and

More green and more light. More water

An upgrade of the exercise area
would be great, the equipment is
worn and squeaky

DND

It depends If there is a path
that joins both sides for kids
to ride on and also around
the perimeter.

Better use of space

Like I said above, make sure there is
a path / pathways that link both sides
and also around the perimeter,
Also lots of people use the exercise
equipment so it would be good to
stay.
Would also be good to have a water
course installed for the kids

Include some bigger climbing stuff/ ninja
stuff on that side for older kids. I'm a
teacher and also have 3 kids and honestly
the new equipment isn't great for anyone
over 5/6 in all honestly.

Yes

Sounds good. And yes you do need
two dog parks

No I don't think so

No

Yes

Walking trails & drinking fountains

This is already a vast improvement

I like it

No

I like the "quiet" areas of the
park (those you call
underused) especially for
running and private exercise

A small fenced area for dogs. Keep it
simple.

1) Install a small running track (e.g.
those 200m loops with all-weather
surface; or a 400m nice pieces of
grass marked for running; 2) keep a
longer running circuit, at least around
perimeter, that allows you to avoid
dogs and people walking to the
shops etc.

I like the "quiet" areas of the park (those
you call underused) especially for running
and private exercise. The park already
has a lot of developments. You would be
better off upgrading and linking other
pieces of green space to this one or doing
some other project.

No

No because its taking away
everything we use it for

The idea of an update is good but not
that it disturbs what we already enjoy

No dog park, leave the equipment
and small playground just upgrade
them

That side is more used now because the
other side is way too busy, we do not
attend the other side at all now because
of how busy it is.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Yes

More useable space for our
clients to visit and make use
of. Especially using
children’s different physical
development.

The dog park is a great idea. I like the
natural space and paths.

Need to add indigenous art and
perhaps signage including the
Kaurna language (with consultation
from Indigenous community). Open
space for running and ball play etc.
Amenities as families often won’t go
anywhere with toilet training children
if it’s too far away from toilets etc.

No

Don't need another dog park
around here

Nothing

No dog park, water play for kids.
More shade and toilets. Fenced in
playground with a variety of play
equipment for different ages. Kids
don't like the new upgrade at the
other end

Yes

My Children are older and
not really into playgrounds.
Having a dog park means
we can go for more walks
and bike rides, and utilise
the dog park

The inclusion of dog park

Yes

The layout.

More lighting in the dog parks and
putting bins by all entry/exit points of
dog parks.
Please ensure that all paths take
logical routes

No

Don't want dogs there
pooing, children scared etc.

Grassed area.

Need more toilets and shaded
seating/gazebo. Maybe turn grassed
area into amphitheatre for events
with lighting etc.

No

The new plans don't meet
my needs. We don't meet
on that side of the park due
to a lack of toilet facilities for
relatives who need it.

I like the dog parks

There is a lack of toilet facilities and a
lack of enough shade to sit under. On
Facebook many people suggested a
water park, which would be great for
the kids. I like to see water in general
as it's cooling on hot days.
City of Playford
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Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Another playground instead of dog park
as other playground busy, waiting for
turns.

Fremont Park Upgrade Stage 3 – What We Heard Report

Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Yes

Off leash area for my dogs

More parking and dog play facilities

No

I think it would be a good idea to put a
fence (e.g. pool fence) around the
playground. It will give parents a chance
to relax without worrying their child might
run towards the road. (Similar to what
you find at McDonalds or Hungry Jacks.
Garden Grove nursery also has one).

Yes

As a dog owner in the
Playford Council we are
severely lacking good
quality off leash dog park
spaces. I would definitely
find the addition of a dog
park appealing and would
likely visit more often.

I like that the 'forgotten' end of Fremont
park will get a bit of love. The first part
of the development looks great (from
what I've seen from driving past) and
think there are some great things
included in the development of the
rest.

It looks pretty good on paper. Toilets
in that half of the park (if there aren't
already some nearby).

Please make the dog park a good one.
Too many dog parks are just a fenced
piece of dirt (not specifically Playford
council). The best ones have shade,
grassed areas and some activities for
active dogs. Most dogs just want to run
and sniff but our dog does enjoy things
like tunnels, moving between posts and
climbing.

Dog Park sounds like an awesome
idea

Putting more sprinklers on the outer
side to green up the other hills near
gazebo

I hope it goes ahead

Walking trails and gardens

More native gardens. Maybe do a
whole native theme with aboriginal
murals? Would be a beautiful change
to the copy and paste layout of other
nearby parks. I'd like to spend more
time appreciating our countries flora

Yes

Yes

Bit dodgy in the evenings,
needs more lighting

More gumtrees. Keep the old ones
still there
Yes

the dog parks, extra seating,
lovely grassed areas

The lot

no

no

Yes

Dog park and a good walk

Love the concept

Please add some gazebos into the
dog parks. Also maybe like a small
splash pool or something during

Thank you for making both parks
completely separate! My boy runs along
the fence a lot so this will stop him.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

summer. I'm sure a few people would
like this.

Yes

Will make the waste area look inviting
for more people to use it

More bins
Lighting
Keep walking tracks
Waterplay space

Yes

The fact that my dog will be able to
play and run with other dogs

No

No

I like the extra seats and shade area
and grassed area for picnics

No dog park, I don't see the point of it
and there is not only 1 but 2 of them.
Why not use the space for something
else instead of 2 dog parks.

Maybe a water slide or water play area
instead of 2 dog parks.

Yes

That that end of Fremont park will be
safer and more parking

The dog parks. We visit quite a few
parks and the dog parks are
generally empty. It’s a wasted space
to me. I also think dog parks are
unsafe. People are quite happy
walking their dog around the trails

I think a water play area would be great, a
small pool like Tusmore park would be
amazing. We drive so far to visit Tusmore
park, to have one around the corner
would be great

Yes

The different areas that will be
available.

Add more drinking fountains in the
dog parks.

Within the dog parks, will there be any
sheltered seating and poo bags provided?

Parking on the other street

Instead of having a dog park could
we PLEASE have a decent water
park. The one at Munno Para is tiny.
The Aquadome us always chock a
block in the summer. The beach is
too far away, especially in a low
economic area where a lot of people
can't afford a car. We have a rapidly
expanding population in in Playford
and its really hot here in the summer.
The community needs a decent place
where we can cool down.

No

No

No

It's not really bringing
anything new to the park.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

What is going to happen to the Lions Club
Gazebo?

No

The dog parks are a great idea.

Yes

Besides the dog parks and the native
garden, the new off street carpark.
Hopefully this will get cars off the road
during the afternoon school pick up.

Yes

The dog park alone would
be a reason for me to visit
quite frequently

Yes

The Ifould Road, on-street carpark. Is
there a way to shift the carpark to
within Freemont park? To avoid
congestion.

Personally a 2nd lake would be nice to
attract more diverse wildlife.
Overall I think it is really great with how
the park has been/ will be upgraded. I
personally look forward to these features!
Thank you for the upgrade.

I would ensure the marked exercise
trails remain as this is really valuable
for myself and other people who use
the facility for exercise. Having a map
of 1km and 2km loops is the main
thing that draws me to the park.

I feel that there need to be security
cameras near and overseeing the dog
park areas and extensive signage in the
non-fenced areas that all dogs must be on
a lead unless in the dog park. I do not feel
that people using the park are likely to be
responsible if there isn't recourse or
supervision of dogs safely controlled. My
dog was recently attacked by another
animal in Fremont park but the owner left
and refused to give me their contact
details.

I think It will be great. Looking forward to
it.

Love the big and small dog park. So
long as there's some shade and it gets
properly maintained. Good parking is
also fantastic
Native plantings

Yes

At the moment (particularly
when it gets dark early in
winter) I don't feel safe (as a
30yo female on my own)
using the eastern end of the
park because of no lighting
and a lack of passers-by.
The additional lighting and
facilities means I could use
the entire park at night.

I like the additional landscaping, native
garden and especially the lighting.

Yes

Socialising at the dog park

Design and the big space for the dogs

Yes

More variety in spaces.

Dog park. The variety of spaces.
Increased parking.

Would love a play water feature.

I'd like one dog park and more lighting

I would like a fenced in playground
so it's safer to supervise more than
one child at a time

Yes

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Yes

i only use for walking at the
moment

It’s good to see council is putting in an
effort to better usage of that area in the
park

I think one dog park would be
enough
Another water feature and more trees
and, shrubs, native gardens etc,
more GREEN
Lighted pathways would also help,
solar.

Yes, I would have off street parking, and
not use Ifould Rd as parking.
Another car park in the park and not use
Ifould Rd.
Ifould Road already gets congested when
you have has special events in Fremont
park in the past
and cause concerns for local residents.
I would be concerned for children getting
in and out of cars if parked on Ifould Rd.

Yes

The western end is close to
main road and a bit
congested with wonderful
play equipment, bbq's etc.
Scenery less boring.

More inviting scenery. Better caters for
community as a whole.

No

I don't have a dog but do
have friends with dogs, and
this is another way of
getting exercise by walking
more, and makes a change
of environment for the dog.

I like the idea of the area being utilised
kip

Yes

The dog park

Over all great and more grassed area.
Fremont Park loses its attraction
during summer due to the large
browned off areas

Keep the Lions rotunda, this was
donated. Or at the least relocate it to
give it more use

more native planting, dog parks
(especially separate)

I would add a purpose-built
kitchen/canteen facility with service
hatch - available for hire by local
groups

Yes

Please make sure cyclists are catered for
or at least not shouldered out. Would like
a safe area for my Grandchildren to learn
to ride their bikes and ride around safely.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Yes

The dog parks are a fantastic idea, it
might be nice to include an individual
dog park....for 1 dog or family/friends
of a dog at a time, if its busy you stay
20mins then let someone else have a
go, I think Port Adelaide council
recently did one

I would include a nature play space
for the children utilising the existing
trees and dirt and by adding some
hessian, large branches, old tyres
and cable reels, rocks etc. to allow
children to use their imagination and
build forts etc.
Also a community garden/fruit tree
would be a wonderful way to gain
community engagement

Yes

The new plants

A nature playground would be a good
addition to the eastern part of the
park or something like the Mayfair
ride safe park.

Yes

I will visit more with my dogs
to attend the new dog parks.

I like the idea of the new dog parks.

I would upgrade the play equipment
as well.

Yes

Using the dog park to
exercise my dog

I think the dog parks are a great idea,
maybe resurfacing the walking paths to
be like a running track would be cool.

Adding a verandah in the dog park
for some shade to stand under or big
trees

No

No toilets or drinking
stations in the designs.

Yes

Where I live there are no
footpaths. I may use park
for walking/fitness.

The concept looks great.

I would suggest more seating along
pathways and also seating in the dog
parks.

Yes

See below

We dont habe dogs, so do t really care
about this. In my situation I would love
more for the kids

Less homeless people.
Less rubbish in creek and park.
A bike track/maybe skate park would
be amazing.
More shade on playground (I know
there are a lot trees planted, but the

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

It would be good to add water play area
for kids.

Add more toilets and drinking
stations to the designs. As current
eastern toilet block is always locked
and reserved for staff only which is
ridiculous for parents with young
offspring
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

sun is burning, so we end up going to
the old smaller playground)

Yes

Dog park

I have heard of another local council
with 3 dog area 1: small dogs 2:all
dogs 3: 20 minute limit only dog that
aren't too good with other dogs

Yes

Better facilities and user friendly for
disabilities

A new exercise circuit that is updated
with lights and good security. Less
trees so when your alone you can
been seen from roads.

Dog park small and large

The event space and the exercise
track being retained

I do not see why 2 dog parks are
required here. The space can be
better used with an exercise space
like fixed bars, aerobic exercise
space, a basketball court, etc.
Something for people to use. I don't
disagree with the dog park, but I feel
that 2 will be badly underutilized
within 6 months of existing.

There are facilities in Fremont park that
are presently in demand at various times.
I think we need to focus on the things that
people want to use rather than niche
things very specific parts of the
community say they need.

Not much

Put in a 9 hole disc golf course
accessible to the general public.
We only have the 1 course in
Metropolitan Adelaide which is in the
East Parklands. One of the fastest
growing games in the world

new big event area, lights along paths,
parking in Ifould rd

A parking space in Ifould Rd rather
than marking on the road. The road
is already narrow so constantly
parked car will create congestion.
And instead of 2 dog parks, why not

Yes

Dedicated Event spaces
usually means more events

No

No

I have small kid who needs
playspace. But no dog.
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No thanks.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

a new upgraded kids play area.
Which is much needed. Thank you.

Yes
No

too boring and not
applicable to me

Yes

Having the dog park there

No

No

zilch

Might I suggest in putting in a
disc/frisbee golf course. It would
utilise more of the area and would
make people walk the whole area. If
this was there I would definitely be
there more often

The new upgraded park is boring. It’s
great that it’s inclusive. But how about a
decent slide. Better swings. Cater for all
ages. not just safety sams

Great to give more options to the
community. No love the plan

Make sure there is some seating in
the dog park and shade areas
Yes I would put in a skate park. Kids
love it it's very popular
Also extra toilets
And leave the fairy door tree alone
And make sure the Kilometers are
correct when painting on path as the
2k track is only 1.8km

No

I don't trust dogs off of leads

Any improvement is good

No

I already visit as much as
time permits

Improved lighting, dog park.

No

I want something in my local
area one tree hill. I don’t
want to be going to another
suburb to enjoy facilities. It’s
about time some money is
spent in the areas that need
it.

Nothing

Please read my comments
Skate park would be better than a dog
park. There is a dog park just up the road
from there

Please ensure there remains a long
running loop. Ideally with lighting so that it
is possible to go for a decent length run
outside of work hours in the winter
months.
Spend money elsewhere.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Yes

Dog parks!!!

Dog parks & small playgrounds.

Hope spaces will also be good for
picnics because the west end of the
Park is often very crowded. Will
there be toilets near?

DND

I am interested in green
spaces, native birds and
plants, exercise, fresh air,
quiet places and communal
activities.

Any improvement of a communal
space is a good thing. More native
plants for native birds and a good
place for nesting etc to improve native
species populations in the area.

Possibly more seating for older
persons and people who need to rest
and enjoy the atmosphere.

Dog parks

More rubbish bins along Ifould Road
Dog drinking fountains
More play equipment for older
children.

Yes

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Access to wheelchair users; will there be
access to 'native garden 01 for wheelchair
users.
Birds - introduced species need to be
controlled so that native birds can be the
main attraction.

Yes

Need more playtime for
children outside and dog
exercise in safe, secure
area.

Lots of trees, future community events.

Yes

If there is a dog park I will
be more inclined to take my
dogs to visit so they can
socialise with other dogs.

The large and small dog parks.
Making use of the space which is a
large area that is largely dormant of
activity.

Yes

Exciting beautiful
environment

Love it

Yes

To allow our dogs the
freedom of a park
Safe walking paths - no
uneven surfaces

Native vegetation
Dog park
Parking
Amenities

Nature play area using the natural
environment for children
Safety wardens for peoples safety or
CCTV

Great concept
Use of native foliage
being a lone female walking sometimes I
feel unsafe when in covered areas
CCTV in the park
Advertise that the park is under
surveillance

Progress modernising the area
Love the replanting of native
vegetation - this needs to be a priority
everywhere.

No

No

Unsure

Currently the park gets extremely
overcrowded with children unable to freely
use equipment. Just not enough.
Ensure the dog parks are well-shaded.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Yes

I play Pokemon Go - more
attractions mean more
Pokemon - more Pokemon
means more park.

Sleek design

No

No

Yes

Dog parks

DND
DND

Child traffic safety circuit
Because of the new dog
park. We usually go to Jo
Gapper or one in Salisbury
so it'll be good to have on
close to home.

I find that this concept is great because
this section of the park is very underutilised so it'll be great to see
something happening in the area.

I would make an inclusive community
event by allowing residents to show
ownership by helping to plant the
trees in the new concept.

More seating would be appropriate
especially with the new events lawn, a lot
of people would benefit from these
benches.

Yes

It will make the park more
space and longer for
walking

It's good, it will make the park more
interesting for me and the whole
family.

Yes

I wouldn't need my car to go
to a dog park.

Love the whole concept.

Due to chronic osteoarthritis
I have great difficulty
walking and I don't drive but
I am inspired to make an
effort with friends to venture
out to see the upgrade of
our beautiful treasure,
Fremont Park.

As a strong advocate for biodiversity I
wholly support the native planting
initiative. Paths, seating, lighting and
drinking fountains will be so
appreciated by the many walkers.

Please retain the lake. If it has gone
please re-introduce it as a water
feature is so calming. I used to sit
beside it to relax and watch the
ducks. Perhaps a fountain could be
introduced?

I have watched Fremont Park grow from
the early 1970s and have very fond
memories of walking to work at the town
centre through the park; walking my dogs
and watching our scouts and cubs
enjoying the park. I hope the lake will be
retained and maintained.

Everything

More lights please, too dark at night.

:-)

Yes

No
Unsure

Yes
Yes

It's a lovely walk to take my
grandchildren to the park.

To have a park keeper walking around
while children are there in case of
emergency.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

Yes

New infrastructure including
lighting

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

I think Fremont Park is great, good for
people of all ages, plenty of room. People
who don't live here are driving to the park
to enjoy the facilities. One of the best
things Playford Council has done.

DND

No

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Dog Park
Ensure the water fountain area is
concrete and not paved.
Ensure the water bowl and water pressure
are aligned, the Gawler dark park is a
prime example of the water spout
completely missing the water bowl for the
dogs and its water pressure is nonexistent. When you add water you need
to add your hand to the spout to correct
the flow downwards into the bowl. A good
example is the Hillbank dog park.
Add water features to the dog park similar to the City South dog park.
Park
Add lots of native trees as well as
jacarandas for beauty and shade especially drought hardy trees for
Elizabeth.
Add native shrubs like grevilleas,
banksias, and bottle brush for colour
when they flower and bird, butterfly and
bee attraction.
Overall it looks great, it's a much needed
upgrade and the night lights for dog parks
are sorely needed.
Nothing. It is a waste of money.

I have dogs but I will not use the dog
park.
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It is a waste of money. Spend the money
on tidying up the parks and creeks. They
are a mess.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

No

Because it's great the way it
is.

It's laid out so well. It's a huge park lots of fun.

No

There have been some improvements
done there recently. It doesn't need any
more money spent there. The money
would be better spent on roads and
footpaths in the area.

No

Because I walk in the park
several days a week
already.

The idea of having a separate dog
area for large and small dogs providing
it policed and enforced.

Unsure

Fremont will be more userfriendly and have more
facilities for everyone to
use.

I really like how the council will have
two dog parks for large and small
dogs.

No

Great

Add more seating around walkways
(shaded)

Yes

I think more caretakers (workers) need to
be employed to keep it well maintained.
With just two helpers there at present they
won't be able to care for it as it should be.
Hopefully it won't be neglected for lack of
workers.
Include wheelchair accessible toilets.
Drinking fountains are a good idea but
you need to think about germs and
COVID19.

Yes

Better for my little dogs with
the new dog park if it
happens

Nicer and newer gazebo
New trees
Dog park
Drink fountains

More lighting on gazebo side and
more sprinklers where the hills are
very dry.

I think it's a great idea and will help to
make Elizabeth a much nicer place to be
and to visit for the tourists and locals :-)

No

Where is the quiet and
peace? Too much activity
doesn't allow this for the
aged.

Small dog park
Bench seating
Toilets are great.
Good design and initiative, especially
disabled
Bowls of water near drink fountain for
dogs and birds

More bins - hooray
Signs to stop kids chasing and
throwing items at the ducks (it
happens)
More old trees removed
Do more with the fountain

Re Saratoga Road - while you are
spending my rates the footpath on the
right hand side is very uneven. We have
20 units of aged people with gophers,
walkers, walking sticks who use this path
many times per day on the way to the
park, bus, post box. Others from units of
nursing home use it too.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?
Before you spend any more money
please do something with our footpaths.
All the streets around have been done,
but forgot about Saratoga Road. There
are a lot of older people who use a stick,
walker or scooter. Please fix our
footpaths

Yes

Unsure

Haven't been since the
upgrade

Refreshed spaces

Water park
Something for older children
MORE SHADE
More seating

My comments are from what I have heard
from others. Thanks

Yes

Dog park would be great
More seating/gazebos
Better fencing for my little 2
year old

Fencing around the playground so it's
safer for the smaller children. Small
children’s playground fenced.

Making sure there's better fencing
around playground for smaller kids.
Age appropriate equipment for
toddlers.

Just more fencing and play equipment for
younger children.

No

Regularly go for a walk.
Though eastern end
untouched, it's quieter and
natural. More people
equals more dropped
rubbish, which I seem to be
endlessly collecting and
placing in overstuffed
rubbish bins.

On the plan it looks lovely when
established. Hopefully dog owners will
keep their space clean and use it
appropriately. New plantings good as
some trees have dried; as long as
space isn't barren and dusty, making it
unpleasant to walk.

I question the gazebo - rarely see the
existing one being used. Extra
parking helpful, though if more
people frequent the eastern end toilet
facilities seem a long way to access.
A tap for dog park not fountains as
they always seem to have problems.
Most people carry their own water
especially with disease transmission.
Seat near middle swale unnecessary.

Thank you for your innovative and
creative concept and desire to add beauty
to the space. Good idea to enhance full
use of the park. The process is always
disruptive and unsightly unfortunately.
Obviously at a huge cost and wonder if it
will justify the extra upkeep and be fully
utilised. Previous upgrades are definitely
used though people abuse the privilege
sadly.

Yes

More planned spaces to
utilise

More green space

There needs to be another toilet
block either near the new car park or
between the dog parks
Must have more rubbish bins as well
as dog poop disposal bins and bags

My main concerns are that large dog
owners might let their dogs off leash
outside the specified area. There is
already issues with dogs being off leash
around the pond and playground - as
above, another toilet block need to be
included in the plan.

Drinking fountains
Dog parks
Lighting

Add more bench seating

Toilets?

Yes
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

No

Disabled, can't walk

Yes

My local park is full of
weeds, unwatered and there
were a lot of dead trees
(casuarinas) just cut. Who
wouldn't like a lush, green,
beautifully designed
multipurpose park?

Yes

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

You are catering to a variety of uses,
ages, people and animals.
Use the opportunity to educate more.
Little details do matter a lot.

Can the fountains have an in-built
doggy drinking bowl? It is time I stop
admiring other suburbs and take
pride in Fremont Park and bring
people from other areas.

The little bridges are lovely - light them
up?
Plant bird and butterfly attracting plants.
Can we have labels on significant trees
and plants so we can learn them?
At Unley they have tags on big gum trees
stating how old they are and how much
shade they provide - educational.

Well done Playford Council. Thomas
Playford would be proud of you. He
was the one who had no overhead
power lines in Elizabeth and stopped
their installation. Unsightly and
dangerous.

As long as we have a place to sit in
the shade and trees have white ant
care.

The area is kept clean with disposal bins
provided. Used by many maybe not all
but that depends how they (rest
unreadable.

Pet friendly and family friendly

More bins

I love watching my grandson trying
everything in the park. It's just so
peaceful sitting in there, excellent to
relax and unwind.

I would love a water feature.
Something the children could splash
in. Families can't always afford to go
to the local pool or beach.

Yes
Yes

My dog will love the dog
park and the new gardens
will make the area more
pleasant.

Yes

Yes

A pleasant walk

More bins and water (especially for
dogs) in that area. A dog park will be
good for dogs to socialise more off
lead.

No

Yes

More area for my dog.
Safer having more on both
sides.

Excellent idea. The dog park is the
best idea.

Maybe add some of the new
waterplay areas like behind the
Munno Para library. So even on hot
days families can still enjoy free play
time in some water.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

Unsure

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

I feel like it's a good idea.

Make it beautiful. The new car
parking, small dog park, expanded
lawn area, native plantings and the
infrastructure and amenities.

Nothing. :-) !!! Keep working hard

Yes

The dog parks have great
appeal and so close to
where we live.

The dog park

The timing - it needs to be happening
now. Our old dog is nearly 11 years
old and I'm not sure if he will be
around to enjoy it by the time it's
proposed to happen.

Not sure if "small dog park" means for
small dogs ar that it's a small park and if
"large dog park" means for large dogs
does or that it is a large park for dogs.

Yes

To enjoy the improvements

It raises the standard.

Not really.

No

Yes

A large and small dog park
Native plantings
Tree planting

Security police

Yes

More light

No everything is very good - looks
nice

Unsure

I like how everything is more opened
and spread out. The little trampolines
are a great idea - the kids love it.

I would have liked to see some
equipment for the little ones ages 13. When we took our 1 year old
there, there wasn't a lot she could do.

I love how everything is laid out. The
basketball courts are a good idea.

Development

More trees be planted.

Lighting at night

I think the council will do a great job
and the ratepayers will be happy

No

No

Yes
Yes

I would like to spend more
time in the afternoon.

No
Yes

I love to sit in the park to
read and meditate

Yes

More space for my son to
run around and new things
to see.

More seating for elderly needed to
escape suburbia and be surrounded
by nature in secluded areas. Maybe
even a bird aviary?
Needed an upgrade

A fence is needed to stop children
running into the car park or onto the
road! I see this as being a safety
problem and hope it is changed with
the new things coming.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Unsure

Bring in the older age
bracket -walking in the park
is very much enjoyed.

I like the whole concept particularly the
new gazebo and new bench seating.

No - quite happy with the concept.

I just hope while this is happening other
areas of the park will stay the same.
Don't want any closures if possible.

I really like everything and I really want
too that I have more time there.

Yes, my future.

No

Yes
Yes

Might take the dog twice a
day (once to the dog park)

Seems to be environmentally friendly.

It's been a long time coming. We take our
dog to Jo Gapper so it will be good to
walk. Think the upgrade so far is great.
Always lots of people using the park.

Yes

It will increase capacity for
more visitors.

Not as often as I would like.

Think this will be an advantage, perhaps
encourage more people to visit. The park
is a wonderful asset to Elizabeth. Have
always brought visitors to enjoy the park.
Children have loved it.

Yes

I walk around the park every
day - have done for years.
Love meeting people.

Everything. I love seeing the park
being well looked after. Thank you.

Yes

Utilise small dog park

Dedicated areas for small and large
dogs.

Yes

This is a great park but my
dogs prefer to be off lead in
a secure area as I currently
don't visit more due to this.

I'm excited about the new amenities
and the secure dog parks. I also
welcome how conscious the upgrade
is to using native plantings.

More under cover seating.

Please include more than one or two open
air benches in the dog parks. Covered
seating encourages me to attend more as
well as interactive dog play zones such as
mounds, bridges, tunnels etc. Canine
appropriate water fountains.

Yes

More room, lots of activities
and wheelchair car parks

Space and activities, ducks and pond

Make more wheelchair accessibility.
More water fountains for drinking and
in ponds.

None I can think of.

I would love to see fitness classes
back in the park.

No

Are there going to be toilet facilities
adjacent to dog areas?

No

I think the park needs a water theme for
the kids
City of Playford
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

Unsure

Unsure

I do the 2km loop daily. I
don't see the loop in the
concept - is it still there?

Yes

Yes

Always cleaning toilets,
footpaths etc

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Each component mentioned seems
desirable. Playford does well with park
areas compared with other shires.

If I really believed I knew about urban
planning - maybe!

Keep it going - it is our environment.

Nothing. Yes new plants will be nice to
make that side look as pretty as the
rest of the park but the concept doesn't
seem to cater to people going to
exercise.

Add toilets somewhere
keep the 2km loop
why add another car park - I rarely
see the other two full
why change the gazebo? The current
one is nice and my wedding was
there

I admit that Fremont Park looks half done.
There is the green beautiful side and then
the top looks forgotten but the nw concept
seems only to cater to dogs. I also don't
see gym equipment here - will I still be
able to work out? Fremont Park is a big
reason why I choose to live in this area
and I use it daily so thank you for allowing
me the opportunity to provide feedback on
this project. Another problem I am not
seeing addressed is the motorbike riders
who cut through the park. I know this is a
(unreadable word) issue and the police
tell my family and I this every time I report
it. I would like to see some security
cameras on fences to stop them. I love
Fremont Park and hope that I will continue
to with the changes.

The doggie parks
Gazebo
Wayfinding signage
Native plantings

No

Good concept for old people and
public.

More toilets and separate male and
female

No

In future more exercise equipment
I have not visited Fremont Park yet as I
live in Elizabeth North. Elizabeth North is
on the western side of Main North Road
so I prefer that side of town and therefore
enjoy using Dauntsey Reserve to visit for
recreational exercise. The Fremont Park
upgrade looks great, however it will not
change me to use Fremont Park for
recreation and exercise.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

DND

Arthritis in my feet and don't
walk very well but still enjoy
the park

The new gazebo and dog parks

No mention of toilet facilities

Yes

I love nature. This park will
give me inner peace if it
gets developed. It will look
more beautiful and will
attract more visitors from
other side of Adelaide.

The whole concept is excellent. I like
everything about it especially new
parking, native planting, new
infrastructure and amenities. Love the
expanded events lawn, new gazebo,
tree planting.

Some shaded sitting areas needed
so that people can spend the whole
day even in very sunny weather in
the park with family and friends with
bbq.

I just want to say do it as soon as possible
so that we can enjoy, utilise.

To use the dog park in the
evenings

All of it

Not as it stands

Would love as many big trees in the dog
park as possible or if not, extra shade in
the centre not just on the edges. You
need to be near your dog.

Walking, exercising
Fitness machines
Benches to sit on
Green lawns and trees

Just maybe more shady spots to sit
in

It's lovely and greatly appreciated. Thank
you.

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

People with dogs do not
keep control or allow dogs
to interfere with other
patrons. Some dog fights
also happen in the park.

Not much especially that the park is
rather busy and congested and to
separate dog areas is just taking space
away from other activities.

Yes I would. To bring a large
number of dogs to the park where
there are lots of children may not be
the great idea.

Provide more facilities for families with
kids and older children.

Yes

I'd bring my dogs to the dog
park as I prefer them
roaming in a secure place.

The dog parks and new paths for
walking.

If possible please consider a couple
more public toilets in the far end of
the park.

I like this proposal very much.

Yes

A dog park will be great

Extra lighting of dog parks

More shade

Yes

Dog parks and more events

Improving the garden and making
space more functional

Water park for toddlers and little kids
please. Allowing food vans on
regular occasions when the weather
is nice.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Yes

Dog park

The use of Ifould Road end is great.
Always seemed a waste of the park to
me.

No

No

DND

We have been to the park before but now
we are living in Elizabeth we will be
visiting the park on a regular basis.
Sounds as though the improvements will
encourage people to come more
frequently as we thought the park was OK
but did need improvement due to lack of
facilities and will improve more to do. We
totally agree with this concept and look
forward to seeing the changes happen
and visit more often.

Yes
Yes

Aged 88/90 need our
gophers - poor in health

Peaceful

Bins/bays for droppings in dog areas
Toilets for M/F
Children facilities

Areas are lovely, peaceful
Sitting - need shelters (rain showers etc)

No

Already walk in the park
daily

It is great that the park is being
upgraded.

Unsure

Age and no longer having a
dog

The opening up of the northern side

Probably not

Overdue - include plenty of seating in the
shade and another running water feature
in the new area

Yes

I love to go and walk in our
lovely park, the very best in
SA.

I like all the concept, always looks very
clean and pretty.

No, nothing to change at all

No, everything is good for me and my
family.

Yes

Change up walking tracks,
break monotony

New amenities, more trees

Walking paths

Sounds good

I don't agree with the parking on Ifould
Road. If you check where it is outlined
you will find an unbroken centre line. This
would force people to cross which I
believe is illegal under SA road rules.
Pat's note: not so. Allowable under
certain conditions and this is one of them.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Unsure

Better paths for
wheelchairs, more seats to
rest on

Great improvement

Yes

I think an upgrade of the park all over
is a great idea. Maybe in the future
more events could be held.

Yes

Nice scenery and safe
environment

Yes

To be honest we just moved
into your area and so a nice
upgraded park would be
nice.

Yes

Dog park

Yes
No

A water spout park would be
a great addition like the one
at Munno Para

Yes

If you love your
surroundings you will go
there more often.

Yes

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Having a playground for children 0-4
years with fencing around would be
safer if with parents/grandparents.
Seating also inside the fenced area.

Having seating along the walkways would
be an idea, for people to sit and take time
to reflect while in the park.

Dog park
New infrastructure and amenities

More exercise and fitness equipment

Including different stuff into the park

No

Dog park sounds great
Extra lighting is good

Everything sounds good. No!
There's nothing I would change.

Keep the park beautiful.

The new playground does not cater
for 2-4 year olds. The one thing that
was taken away the toddlers were
able to enjoy. The new equipment is
for older children.

A playground that caters for 1-4 year olds.
We now take our 2 year old grandchildren
to other parks as the current equipment is
for older children and dangerous for 1-4
year olds.

It will make the park a family friendly
more enjoyable place to go.

No

More attractive, accommodate greater
attendance.

Love it

Yes

It would create a more
interesting walking area with
more shade and seating for
those who need to rest
along the way.

More vegetation and irrigated cooler
areas for walking.

I would like to see plants identified so
that people can get ideas for their
own gardens.

No

We use the park twice a day

Everything

No
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Yes

Increased vegetation makes
pleasant walk.
Dog park will make it even
more fun for my dog.

Separate purposeful areas
New events lawn will attract more
bands etc.

A few more benches on the outskirts

Possible crossing walk across Yorktown
Road.

Unsure

Possible to see people
enjoying what is available to
them

It will encourage more people to get
out and about

Would like to see some water
running through the park next winter

Dog lovers will enjoy the closed off areas
so that their pet can enjoy and explore.

No

As I visit five days out of
seven I think that's OK.
Weekends there are too
many people.

The fact of designated dog parks for
small and large dogs.
New lighting to allow night-time visits
What is a swale garden?

Not that I can think of but perhaps
facility for a mobile coffee shop

If the construction will take 1-2 years I
doubt my dog will be alive to enjoy it. It's
a pity money was wasted on the carpark
that was built and hardly used. That
money would have been better spent on
this project.

Yes

Dog park
Hopefully more family
friendly events

Everything

Yes

Dog park!

Yes

The whole park will be
accessible, not just the part
that has been upgraded.

Extra car parking, able to walk around
the whole park.

Yes
Yes

Simply I will be attracted by
the beauty of the upgrade.

I like all of the concept design features
especially tree planting, new
infrastructure and amenities.

Unsure

Mobility

The inclusion of a native garden is vital
given climate change impacts on
biodiversity. Also like the inclusion of
drinking fountains to assist with
reduction of plastic bottles, plus
lighting.

Covered seating in the dog parks
would be good
No

No

Is it possible to have more or brighter
lighting at night for security?

The Fremont Park upgrade design
features. It sounds wonderful and a great
idea for locals and also visitors as well.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

No

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

An enclosed dog exercise area is a
good idea. All the rest is unnecessary.
Some area of the park left in more
natural park setting would be good.

Too much of this park is now being
turned (at great expense to
ratepayers) into high-maintenance
artificial park.

Every time large amounts of money are
spent on this park larger amounts of
future maintenance costs are following.
More equipment means more breakages
etc.
The park has served the community for a
long time. The upgrade should serve us
well into the future.

Yes

Probably depending on
health.

Good for the area.

No

Yes

I must try to exercise more
but find it hard due to ill
health. Always feel better
after having a visit in the
park. It lifts my spirits.

I like more seats and shade to sit and
rest while walking. Absolutely love
ponds, water and birds. Mostly like to
see the fun my granddaughters have in
the play area.

I think it is a beautiful park and is well
maintained. I am sure many people,
especially elderly people, find it a
nice part of their day.

Yes

To use the dog park

It will encourage increased use of
Fremont Park - use it or lose it.

Increased water flow in the creek
would be nice, it doesn't have to be
deep. Also more seating on the 2km
walking path.

Native plants and lighting.

No

Yes
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

Unsure

Yes

There is a variety of
playground equipment now
available. Great for events
(BBQs, birthdays etc)

Unsure

Depends on what gets
done.

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

The fact the area is getting an upgrade
that can be of more use.

More shade. Make sure there is
enough lighting and rubbish bins.

Would also like the council to do more
with other issues.
Illegal dumping - keep an eye on vacant
lots and areas prone to dumping litter
near Womma railway station
Trolley dumping - an eyesore all over.
Sick of seeing trolleys in the streets.
Elizabeth railway station gets a lot of
trolleys dumped
Littering - some public areas are prone to
more rubbish. More rubbish bins
perhaps. Sometimes public areas near
fast food places have rubbish around.
Dumping outside charity bins/op shops too often people dump outside charity
bins which suggests they are not cleared
often enough and not enough security to
catch offenders. Op shops need more to
catch dumpers. Salvos at Smithfield can
get dumped goods outside the fence
creating a hazard for people using the
footpath. Too few are caught. I know this
is an issue getting looked at. The charity
bin near Elizabeth car wash can look a
mess at times and I wonder why it
continues to be a problem.

It is fun and exciting for the children.
Good concept.

Nope, all good.

Good job!

Add further equipment to the small
playground and the exercise area.

Hoping the areas that are currently
underutilised can be improved in such a
way to encourage more use of the park.
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Yes

You build it - we will come.

It all sounds fine.

I would like the kiddies play park to
be a bit more challenging - it's a bit
boring.

To keep it safe please. Have working
cameras installed - and advertise the fact
that they are there please. Initial expense
will pay for itself i.e. less vandalism if
there are cameras.

This is the only good park that has a
good location where people get
together there for more play areas
need to build and more activities.

More playground. The new
playground is very small. Two places
will be good as many people attend
from all over the place.

Update fitness area will be good. The old
place for fitness is very old and needs to
be changed.

Yes

Yes

Why not? Who can resist a
safe, beautiful location as
families get together?

I believe it is a fantastic idea as the
park is a beautiful location for the
public. I am all in favour of enhancing
the park even further.

Yes. There are currently too many
young lads riding motor bikes
through the park. Would like that
policed and stopped before there is a
serious accident.

Yes, many others have enjoyed the park
and are looking forward to the planned
improvement. Thank you for a fantastic
idea.

Unsure

I go to walk. If tracks stay
the same would be
wonderful. More lighting
would be great.

Lighting
Gazebo
Bench seating
Drinking fountains

Dog Park

Are current walking tracks staying the
same?
Is car park bigger with shade?
Grass is prickly - is this staying the same?

No

Because it hasn't changed
my way of living.

Very well laid out.

Finish the whole park not just the
bottom half.

Yes

Need more exercise
equipment for young and
adults and teenagers. More
play sports equipment for
young children like swings.

At the moment it sounds like the old
one - nothing changed.

Yes, should have a cricket ground
and basketball ground for teenagers
and adults. More play activities for
children please.

No

I am old and do not have a
dog and live alone.

It looks well set out.

Additional seats

Trees, shade, good walking areas

More public toilets

Unsure
Yes

To utilise the dog park, use
the improved walking paths

Establishment of dog parks, upgrade
to gardens, extra parking

Seating inside dog park for elderly
and disabled

No

Sadly very old

Very good

No
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Need something to do with teenagers,
some cricket ground and basketball
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Visit
more
often?

Tell us why

What do you like about the
concept?

Is there anything you would
change?

Do you have any other feedback about
the concept?

Yes

Because natural vegetation
gives off nice earthy smells
and makes me feel relaxed.

It's modern and I like the circular
design of the gardens. I like the bigger
car park too.

Yes I would add toilets.

Very nice but needs toilets.

No

No

ONE dog park

Needs better planning. Think of the
children as well.

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Not with this concept

Nothing. Why two dog parks? No
shade. No toilets. No BBQs
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Appendix 4: Social Media Verbatim Comments
Note: only comments relating directly to feedback on the concept plan have been included
Facebook
Post date

Name

Commentary

11/01/2021

Sharyn Mayne

What is the purpose of a rubber surface? Would love to see some murals or artwork of some kind there. Also a
water feature....fountain or kiddie water play space. Lots of shade and benches to sit under the trees would be
good.

Kerrianne Giddens

Sharyn Mayne agree ...maybe some indigenous / Kaurna art

Maryann Stuart

Sharyn Mayne lots more shade and kiddie water play area sounds great! Love your other ideas too.

Stephen Edward

They took all the shade from the play grounds why !!!!!!!
Our kid sun protection!!!!!

Steph Willett

How about a waterplay feature like Curtis road has??

Mark Shaw

Why 2 dog parks right next to each other? I don't object to them, don't get me wrong. But why not put in 1 large(r)
one and use the extra space for extending natives or some exercise/training space?

Mark Shaw

While I have my own insights on small dogs which don't align with yours, I will ask about your own experiences as
it is not my own. Even if these parks are divided like this, who would enforce the small and big divide? I've seen
the dog parks in the city and they're not this close together. Even though they are even signed, in some of them,
the dog parks aren't being used appropriately for the size of dog.
My general point is that the proximity would generally still be a fear factor in the smaller dog and the 2 together
like this may not be used appropriately.
My greater solution would be, with this only being the eastern end of the park and not the whole thing, would it not
be more practical to build a small dog park in the other side of the park? Wouldn't that be a better solution?

Mark Shaw

Lisa Kalli the last small dog I owned (years ago now) wasn't afraid of much, but was generally well behaved until I
had to give her up to a lovely couple. I forgot the breed(s), but she wasn't much bigger than a Jack Russell.
Always tried taking her around the parklands in North Adelaide and while I never had any real issues, I saw these
things first hand. The only small dogs I've ever known to be fearful of anything never went to dog parks. That's my
experience.
I can admire the point of view put to me by the other comment, but I do think this design would actually not be
beneficial to her as the larger dogs are still in plain view of the smaller and vice versa. I think it defeats its own
purpose.
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Tamara Young

I currently drive to Jo gapper even though the Davoren Rd dog park is closer. Too many close calls in the mixed
dog park. One bite and my dog could be ripped in half. Sadly there are owners who do not supervise and do not
seem to care when their large dogs are herding the small ones. Jo gapper is great. The large dogs have a larger
area to run and the small dogs have a smaller area. The fencing is also more secure for the small dog park which
means my chihuahua and Jack Russel can't squeeze through the gaps. I'm all for a new dog park that isn't
suburbs away and especially one that caters for small and big doggos 🐶🐶

Mark Shaw

Tamara Young My objection didn't lie in the parks themselves, but the fact that they're packed together like they
are. From my point of view, I would have been more satisfied if they were in 2 different areas of the park. I do
think we need to cater for the human side of the equation too. I can think of a few different ideas on how to
incorporate the same facilities, include a couple more like exercise areas, toilets and sheltered areas and make
more use of some of the other spaces. The main feature of this redevelopment is the event space, which at other
times is green space. I think some better planning needs to be done in order to really make the most of Fremont
and make it so we don't have to redevelop it every decade or less.

Cindy May

What about the ducks water Fountain dont need stake park already got one more activities for kids, adults, ones
in wheelchairs, big slipped dip one their abit to small, bikes tracks, walking trails, more shades spots so eat under
trees have picnic, more car park not enough all the times, need more car park for disability people, free tennis
court so don't have to pay for it,

Nicole Weller

Kids bike riding track similar to the one at Mayfair park.

Leah Montgomery

New lights all the way around also fixing the pathway all the way round

Curtis John Boag

Looks great. I would love a park like this in Munno para west.

Ruth Dommerdich
Hayden

Make some exercise gym pieces for the older kids ((10 - 14) they need something to entertain them
Maybe a maze of some sort

Colin Holmes

How many millions of dollars spent on installing this crossing when 9.5 PPL cross at the arrow??? You can see
the dirt track from ppl walk it! 3 sets of crossing within 300m and they still cross wherever!

Melanie Jane Soper

How about a bike track for kids to learn road rules on their push bikes? Like the one in town... fun and educational

Ange Sage

Water park like in the Playford Town one, next to the Stretton Centre

Peter Jay

Fix the play ground on Highfield drive Hillbank we are getting sick of asking and it falling on deaf ears, one person
burns it down and a whole community has to suffer for 12 months, STOP THE EXCUSES AND GET IT DONE
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Nicole Peters

Peter absolutely. Playgrounds provide such an important role in the development of children and quality time with
family. 12 months is too long!

Sophie Cheadle

Don't forget the rest rooms, but either than that I love it 😊

Ricky Attenborough

Get rid of our incompetent debt first..
fix the bloody roads then worry about everything else, no faith in this council

Troy Spears

The dog parks are a great idea! That area is under utilised, by the design people can still walk / run / ride via the
paths and people with dogs can enjoy it as well as families who have just been given a fantastic upgraded
playground and outdoor park. My only suggestion is to add more water either creeks or water jets for the dogs to
play with, there are some in the south terrace city dog park for example. Lots of trees too which is fantastic 👍🏻

Kerryn de Blaauw

Get rid of dog park idea altogether ppl wanting to exercise there pets can bloody walk them! Like old days derr.
Revamp exercise & play equipment for ppl add another toliet facilities maybe.

Katy Dodman

With yards getting smaller and smaller a dog park is a good idea.. and it gives dogs a chance to socialise and run
off lead.. some humans can't match the speed of a dog running. And some dogs love chasing balls/ frisbees

Erin Archer

Water Park with plenty of shade

Kerri Williams

New dog park will be awesome

Koo Whitby

Can funding from (our) rates please be used to fix roads, especially Curtis, maybe stop cutting down our beautiful
gum trees (which haven't been replaced yet) before parks. I want to have a say where my money is spent, I don't
want another dog park

Matt Kolin

Is this what our rates go to... A glorified dog park.. Get a grip playford council and tidy up the streets elsewhere

Matt Tatters

Get rid of the gangs around the park at nights

Nazza Alicia
Schermers

So many haters on the dog parks. Yes we can walk our dogs but there's a big difference between on lead and off
lead playtime for a dog, so to have another secure area is great! That part of the park isn't used that much from
what I've seen. I go to Jo Gapper once a week when its quiet but can't wait for a new one. 😊

Trish Holt

What about a water play area for kids? We have enough dog parks.
And don't take away the walking tracks

Sam Draper

This end definitely needs work. Walking through there is a lil scary! But a no to the dog park. We have enough!!
Another water park would be amazing. Something like tusmore park would be amazing!!

Tina Cunningham

Yes a kids bike track would be great
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Tania Ann

What is a Swale Garden?

Tamara Young

Tania Ann a swale garden is a fancy name for rock drain with plants

Fiona Lynch

A dog park would be great. Also a bike track for the kids would be amazing,one for the little ones and another for
the big

Mel Hudson

No dog park. But instead an outdoor amphitheatre like civic Park that can be used for events. Toilets and multiple
shaded seating for private events like bday parties. Lots of lighting for safety.

Tracey Sulley

Mel Hudson they already have that. This is for the wasteland area of the park which is just dirt right now. I think
dog Park is excellent idea. Also like the idea of a waterplay/nature playground

Adam Green

Put a cricket pitch or something In there and have a team playing every week

Jaynie Francis

As long as walking track still goes around it all

Kim Lee

J Jaynie Francis yeah we take out dog around that park afew times a week and it's a great path to walk. Hope
they keep it as a good walking path

Jane Felstead

J Jaynie Francis I was wondering the same. It looks like they wont be. But can't be sure as the plans are not very
clear with parts cut off etc.

Christian West

What's this gonna cost. I like the idea but I really wanna know the cost.

Tamara Renaee
Cooper

How about a community garden, allowing everyone to get involved.

Raymond Rowe

Well make Sure you need to upgrade security. My mum was there tonight 12/1/2020 with her dog and a woman
hit her because her little dog was off the leash. She was a white lady with frizzy hair walking a white dog, if any
one saw this please contact police or myself as my mum was kicked in the stomach and hit in the face. If there is
cctv footage can you message me about it . Thanks

Sharon Murphy

Great idea cant wait to see it

Kareana Uern

The dog park idea sounds great 🐾👌 So long as there's some shade as well

Merridy Williamson

Yes for the dog park we need more of them around

Betty Wilson

No dog park, i much prefer this quieter side than the busy toddler playground that has been built.. we use the
walking track all the time
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Julia Hammerich

People go to parks to have fun with kids and families..
Facilities that are appreciated at parks are Toilets. playgrounds. Bike track. bbq facilities, shade. Seating. Water
play.
This looks like a big park for dogs and not for families

Nicole Jansson

Families can do a lot of things on some open grass, like picnic and play soccer. But for the dog aspect, are pets
not part of your family? I personally feel that having some good dog parks in a community adds to the value of the
area.

Claudia Rose

Nicole Jansson I 100% agree. Who wouldn’t want to have a park where all the beautiful children and pets get to
have area to all have fun in, it’s great that they’re doing it!

Adam Green

Nicole Jansson no back yards and houses packed next to each other more and more dog Parks are needed

Tanja Turner

I think it would be great to have a dog park that is local and close to where I live as I don't drive and can't get to
the other dog park

Kaila Richelle Johns

I think some kind of bike track and a water play area are great ideas!! Also toilets up that end would be great!!

Kelly Gamble

no dog park as people walk their dogs around the park anyway and please tell me you are keeping the old
playground as my kids love that one more than the new one , also water play area would be good

Shaun Reardon

Any idea of what the cost to ratepayers will be ? Or will it just be approved and worry about cost later ?

Lizzy Jackson

Is it gonna be big enough for carols by candlelight & Australia Day ? Looks good, love Fremont park, northern
pride ❤️

Michelle Gibson

Nice seating area and wifi

Vanessa
MacEachern

A water play area... Along the walk-in trail have exercise equipment, toilets :)

Margaret Pocock

Will look fabulous if the play area is any example

Teressa Bushell

What about a water play area, more sun shades and toilets would be better!!!

Tania Ann

Teressa Bushell a water park is a brilliant idea!

Alan Spud Murphy

Looks awesome, more space for the people to enjoy. Don't listen to the detractors, they are always going to
object. Cheers.

Janet Greenwell

Need curtis road fixed first before someone dies,then do your park,I pull out onto Curtis road everyday,its
impossible to cross and extremely dangerous
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Tanja Buring

Water park..and skate park!!

Denis Davey

Hallelujah there is not 1 but 2 dog parks on the Eastern end.

Scot May

Put in a disc golf course

Jemma Sutton

knock that awful useless carpark down across the road and put a dog park there... something for families, putt
putt, bike track, basketball/netball court, or a lagoon/manmade beach like brisbane have..

Brenton Hunt

Looks good

Kathy Sands

Needs toilets there

Jasinta Sands

Water play!!!

Bruno Rocca

Joanne Rocca I reckon a kids bike track!

Kerrianne Giddens

Looks great

Katie Savenis

Water park

Vanessa Dunstall

Looks great!

Dean Reich

I’d like to see greater enforcement and signage for dog owners to keep dogs on leads at all times, rarely used to
see it, now it’s like 1 in 2 are not on a lead.

Roxy Violet

Please put more shade over the playground area

Bee Nadine

More toilets next to the exercise equipment and the smaller playground. There's a building there with toilets you
could open but I think the council workers use it... a water park someone else mentioned would be a great
addition. I also like the idea of a community garden too. I do like the dog park idea but not essential on my list 😁

Nasrin Jahan

Hi thank you for the planning. As per previous plan there was parking on Ifould rd. Can u pls tell if that plan is still
there or dismissed. Also the old equipped playground at the middle is barely seen from rd. Is there any plan to
reorganize it? Thank you.

Sarah Graetz

An older kids playground would be good. Upgrade the other one there.

Ricky Attenborough

Pay off the debt first and get roads fixed first, it will be just like that car park across the road,
A waste of rate payers money ..

Anette Whelan

Can they also make sure that pond gets cleaned! It’s disgusting
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Elaine Elliott

Every time I've been here since the upgrade, the ball court is being used by older kids, families are loving it, using
BBQ's, never seen it so regularly busy. Kids everywhere having fun! I'd love the water park and both dog runs..
keep up the good work Playford 💥

Lisa Claxton

An actual playground would be great. My 8 year old says there is nothing to do at the new one. Its missing a big
slide. The playground next to the exercise equipment is run down.

Jason Curry

Would be good to see a proper playground all the money wasted on the new one and you couldnt even put in a
slide or jungle gym its pathetic just another failure to add to the long list for the playford council

Melisa Ratzmann

The new playground is definitely aimed at smaller children. I took my 7 year old child there once it was completed
and the only thing that she found interesting was the square trampolines the rest she said was boring. We didn't
stay long and haven't been back since

Lizzy Jackson

Why don’t We make a garden like the “Adelaide Himeji Gardens” it’s a traditional styled Japanese garden, The
gorgeous Japanese Himeji Gardens are located on the Eastern side of Glen Osmond Road and South Terrace
intersection! This could be Our little oasis in Elizabeth 😀😀😀 everyone could enjoy it! & could get volunteers to
help & have a big fence or wall around it & have it locked at night! 🙏🙏🙏🌴🌳🌿🌺

Brooke Connelly

Or maybe even a community garden like Wynn vale dam has. Fruits and vegetables would be amazing resources
for the locals and soup kitchens for the homeless

Lizzy Jackson

Brooke Connelly I want somewhere to mediate & feel at peace ☮️ & our mental health! it’s not very big the Himeji
garden in the city! Would be lovey for family’s to walk from the park to the Garden 🌿🌳 Elizabeth is gonna be the
next big city 🌃 ❤️🙏🌳🌿

Melisa Ratzmann

No idea why we need 2 dog parks, I'm sure 1 is enough.

24/01/2021 Karen Parkhill

Will the dog parks have 2 entrences as the one at Jo Gapper has?

31/01/2021

New gazebo
Dog Park
More parking

Steph Royals
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Peter Ruwette

1) community organic fruit and veg garden.
2) A dog enclosure suitable for one owner and their dogs for those dogs with anxiety and a bit reactive that have
been attacked by other dogs. Or for those requiring training. Maybe permit only. Both my dogs have been
attacked at Fremont park whilst on their leads by dogs not on leads and in both cases council did nothing. So at
least provide a safe area for them. One has been attacked twice at the Jo Gapper dog park.
3) keep all pathways open for the disabled at a minimum during development.
4) Proper watering stations for pets and wildlife.
5) Easy access dog parks for the disabled and their mobility aids.
6) Do the paths PROPERLY not cheaply so it's not like a boat ride for those in chronic pain on their mobility aids
after a few months of completion.

Gem Tee

More outdoor and updated equipment

Emma Heath

Pump Track

Susan Brine

More shades over play equipment, equipment gets very hot

Vanessa
MacEachern

Waterplay area
Updated exercise equipment

Brianah Kemp

Mini bike jumps like at Webster reserve
New gazebo
Do some planting of fruit trees and get the locals involved
Parking yeah
Update the exercise equipment
Naturish play
Maybe water fountain
Shelter
Seating

Carly Lee CB

Those new drink fountains they have now

Tracy Holman

City of Playford will the Swale garden be native indigenous...that wld be amazing!

Matt Tatters

Place for free skating/inline would be good.....
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Callum Leverington

A pub with a great beer garden in Munno Para West. Just saying

Opal Pappin

Put a skate park down that end for scooters, bikes and skateboards.

Tanya Lee Klein

Not sure where the eastern side is but those toilets just over the bridge need demolition and build brand new
ones, it’s disgusting 🤢

Hari Sharma

A community hall for multicultural activities inside the park would be essential

Natalie Slee

More parking on Ifould Road and play area...like a wooden ninja course for 6 years and up to possibly 12 years.

COP:
Instagram

Name

Comment

11/01/2021

mira_betts

Will we still be able to do the 2k loop? Will the playground with gym equipment still be available?

wolfgangbing

Looks great

jc.curry89

It would be great to see a playground for bigger kids. The new playground sucks for all the money you spent you
couldn’t even put in a real slide. Commentary!
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